Some historians argue that the heaps of weaponry along with stealth and deception, the absolute emblems of the Cold War, kept the peace for forty-five years. Such spectacles of diplomacy and military power invaded everyday life and action. A cluster of Hollywood Cold War movies made in the 1950s turn on the moral necessity of deceit for the sake of virtue, on lying for truth, and transferred these easy inversions, to the still tender taboos of sex, so that sexual intimacy was invaded by politics and the perfect safety of American domesticity politicized. The paper will analyze how the peculiar Cold War romance Jet Pilot (1957), funded by Howard Hughes, produced and written by Jules Furthman, directed by Josef von Sternberg (The Blue Angel) and starring John Wayne and Janet Leigh, reflects these themes as well as other elements in the Cold War popular culture of 1950s, making it the paradigmatic Cold War film.
become another country", where optimism gave way to a "profound, embittered malaise" that still has not left Americans. 3 Filming resumed and was not completed until May 1953. But then constant editing, more director changes, and more reshoots delayed the film's release until 1957, by which time not only had the mood of the country changed, but many of the aircraft and flying scenes were now dated. Hughes hired a second team to update aerial footage provided by the USAF and even brought back the actors seven years after initial filming had commenced. His biographer Richard Hack wrote that "John Wayne and Janet Leigh looked as if they had been stalled in time capsules, their youth standing in odd playback compared to their current films running in the theaters at the same time." 4 In the interim several cast members had even died. Similar to his conversion of Hell's Angels to a "talkie", Hughes ordered that the film be reedited and reprocessed for the newly available wide-screen projection technology. 5 Upon its release to movie houses in 1957 by Universal Pictures, which now had the rights to the film, Variety stated that the movie had been "kept under wraps by indie film-maker Howard Hughes for unstated (but much speculated upon) reasons." 6 
Jet
Pilot enjoyed less than stunning box office success. It lost millions. After its initial run Hughes got the rights to the film back, along with The Conqueror (1956) , and then withdrew both films from circulation for over twenty years. In 1979, Universal acquired from Summa Corporation, the Hughes holding company, eight movies produced by Hughes for $1.5 million dollars, eight years after production began. It was ridiculed for its obsolete depiction of aviation and cornball plot, and dubbed "Hughes' biggest RKO failure. 21 Whatever it finally turned out to be it was not the film homage to the jet age that Howard Hughes had initially envisioned.
Getting the clouds right was not the only problem with the production. Hughes micromanaged not just the flying scenes but also obsessed over getting the right hairstyles and cloths for Wayne and Leigh. Director Josef von Sternberg, admittedly past his prime, was hired, fired, rehired, and re-fired. Initially he was told by Hughes and Furthman to keep the focus on the flying sequences. 22 A veritable "Conga line" of directors followed him, including
Hughes himself, as well as Peter Godfrey, Jules Furthman, Nicholas Ray, Don Siegel, and Paul
Cochrane. In his autobiography, von Sternberg describes his ordeal: Janet Leigh remembers the film and its director: "He had marvelous effects…and he did things that were provocative without being openly displayed, which to me is always more interesting.
Von Sternberg was really better than I wanted to admit, because I didn't particularly like him…. he had the most infuriating way of saying something". 25 An interesting sidebar to the whole fiasco was Hughes's fascination with Janet Leigh. As Charles Higham relates it:
He called Jules Furthman into his office and asked him to make sure that Janet Leigh would "marry Mr. Hughes at the earliest possible opportunity.
Knowing that Hughes was already "married" to Terry Moore, if only by a captain at sea, Furthman didn't ask the question. Furthermore, she was dating MGM executive Arthur Loew.
26
In an interview Janet Leigh claims that Hughes had bugged her phone and was monitoring her Angeles Times described the film as "a make believe juvenile fantasy." The New York Times wrote that the film was so silly, that "we blush to tell you what is its story…. the performers play their "quaint role like a couple of fumbling kids." 42 Aside from some fluffy attacks on the inadequacies of the Soviet system, the films ideological message is diluted:
The difference between capitalism and communism, the movie implies, is the difference between a thick steak and a blintz. After Anna sees Palm Springs, samples the food and fashions of America, and witnesses the material advantages of the United States, she can no longer tolerate the drab Soviet life. As for Shannon, Anna's body overcomes his disdain for her beliefs…. he discovers that beneath every hardened Communist is a budding capitalist. 
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